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Prefrontal Cortex Guides Context-Appropriate
Responding during Language Production

contribute to our understanding of human cognitive
control.

The guided activation theory offers one account of
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the role of PFC in cognitive control and is consistent withUniversity of Missouri-Columbia
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animal, neuropsychological, and brain imaging studies2 Department of Psychiatry
(Cohen et al., 1996; Miller and Cohen, 2001). AccordingUniversity of Pittsburgh
to this model, patterns of activity in PFC represent task-Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15213
critical information (e.g., rules, goals, instructions, or3 Center for the Study of Mind, Brain, and Behavior
intentions). These patterns of activity in PFC bias theDepartment of Psychology
flow of activity along pathways in other brain systemsPrinceton University
that are responsible for task execution, favoring the pro-Princeton, New Jersey 08544
cessing of task-relevant stimuli, associations, and re-4 Department of Radiology
sponses. The influence of such top-down biasing, orUniversity of Pittsburgh Medical Center
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that the PFC represents and maintains information re-
ceived earlier in discourse, as a constraint on interpreta-
tion and response to subsequent input (Cohen and Ser-Summary
van-Schreiber, 1992; Cohen et al., 1992, 1999). In this
case, representations of prior discourse—what we referAlthough language processing is thought to frequently
to more generally as internal representations of con-require cognitive control, little is known about the cog-
text—perform the same role as rules, goals, etc., in othernitive and neural basis of the control of language. Here,
task domains, by serving to bias processing in favor ofwe demonstrate that processing of context by the PFC
task-relevant behavior. In this work, a computationalplays an important role in the control of language com-
model based on the guided activation theory has beenprehension and production. Using a missing letter par-
used to explain subjects’ ability to access the weakeradigm and fMRI, we found that increased activation
meaning of lexical ambiguities (e.g., “fenced enclosure”in the PFC (but not in posterior regions), while encod-
for the word PEN), when a preceding sentence provideding and maintaining context information, predicted
context consistent with that meaning (e.g., “to keep hercontext-appropriate responses. Furthermore, greater
chickens the farmer needed a PEN”), as well as impair-selection demands increased activity during respond-
ments of this ability in individuals with presumed distur-ing in the same regions engaged during the encoding
bances of prefrontal function.and maintenance of context. Overall, as in other cogni-

In the current research, we sought to more directlytive task domains, these results suggest that PFC con-
test predictions of the guided activation theory concern-text processing plays an important role in the control
ing the role of PFC in language processing by using fMRIof language.
to examine the relationship of PFC activity to context
processing in a language task. Previous theory and be-

Introduction
havioral research on both language comprehension
(e.g., Just and Carpenter, 1992) and production (Dell et

Humans characteristically produce complex, goal- al., 1997; Levelt et al., 1999) suggest that cognitive con-
directed behavior. For example, language comprehen- trol mechanisms play an important role in language pro-
sion often involves remembering a previous passage cessing (Gernsbacher and Kashak, 2003; Martin, 2003).
in order to understand current text (Martin, 2003), and For example, using PET, Nathaniel-James and Frith
discourse requires the ordered selection and production (2002) reported greater dorsolateral PFC activity in a
of multiple speech acts in order to reach a particular sentence completion task in a low contextual constraint
conversational goal (Dell et al., 1997). Understanding the condition (i.e., when the rest of the sentence did not
precise cognitive and neural mechanisms that underlie clearly predict a final missing word). They interpreted
cognitive control (without resorting to a homunculus, their findings as support for a role of dorsolateral PFC
that is, a source of unexplained intelligence in the brain) in selection, which some have argued should be distin-
is an important goal of cognitive neuroscience. Prefron- guished from the role of PFC in active maintenance (e.g.,
tal cortex (PFC) has been strongly associated with cog- Rowe et al., 2000). In contrast, the guided activation
nitive control (e.g., Leung et al., 2002; MacDonald et theory proposes that these are one and the same func-
al., 2000; Pessoa et al., 2002). Thus, understanding the tion: the representation and maintenance of context in-
processing mechanisms associated with PFC would formation in PFC is the mechanism by which selection

occurs (Miller and Cohen, 2001). Thus, in a language
task, context information encoded, represented, and*Correspondence: cameron.carter@ucdmc.ucdavis.edu
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ric”). Thus, comparing completions generated in the
context versus neutral conditions provides an index of
the extent to which participants use the context pro-
vided by the sentence in responding to the probe. The
second manipulation varies the delay between termina-
tion of the auditorily presented sentence and visual pre-
sentation of the probe (short delay, 1–3 s, versus long
delay, 8–10 s). This manipulation, together with the con-
text manipulation, permits an examination of those brain
areas involved in the maintenance of context infor-Figure 1. Correspondence between Timing of Trial Events and Tim-
mation.ing of Staggered Acquisition Scanning that Allowed for Recording

of Behavioral Responses In a previous behavioral validation study (Cohen et
al., 1999), performance in the missing letter task was1.5 s of active scanning alternated with 1.5 s of silence (no scanning).

Probe onset occurred 500 ms before a period of silence, allowing compared with performance in two other tasks that in-
a 1.5 s window for participants to make a response to the probe. volve the representation and maintenance of context:

the A-X CPT and a task-switching version of the Stroop
task (in which a cue instructed participants to performmaintained by the PFC during sentence processing pro-
either color naming or word reading, followed by a delayvides a source of top-down control that biases pro-
and then the Stroop stimulus). We found that the numbercessing in other structures responsible for language
of context-appropriate responses in the missing letterprocessing, favoring activation of the context-relevant
task was strongly and significantly associated with mea-meaning of words and phrases and the selection of corre-
sures of context processing in these other two taskssponding responses. Thus, according to the guided acti-
(e.g., the effect of prior letter in the AX-CPT and thevation theory, maintenance of context information and
effect of the instruction in the Stroop task). In contrast,selection represent the operation of a single underlying
missing letter performance was not associated with psy-mechanism. This makes the strong prediction that activ-
chometrically matched (i.e., difficulty, reliability, andity associated with the encoding and maintenance of
variance) measures that were insensitive to context ef-context should colocalize to the same areas of PFC
fects. The results of this behavioral study strongly sug-associated with selection. The findings from previous
gest that context-appropriate responses in the missingstudies (such as the PET study described above) do not
letter task reflect the capacity to represent and maintainaddress this prediction, as they have not distinguished
context. An important difference between this task andbetween activity during sentence processing (presum-
many of the verbal production tasks used in previousably associated with the encoding and maintenance of
imaging research (e.g., word generation [Petersen etcontext information) and response selection. This was
al., 1988; Wise et al., 1991; Buckner et al., 1995a] andthe primary goal of the present study.
standard stem completion tasks [Buckner et al., 1995b;To examine the neural mechanisms underlying cogni-
Desmond et al., 1998; Ojemann et al., 1998; Palmer ettive control in language processing and to test the
al., 2001]; these studies reported activation in the leftguided activation theory regarding the role of prefrontal
ventrolateral PFC) is that the missing letter task permitscortex in this domain, we used the missing letter task
a controlled and systematic examination of the effect(Figure 1). This task has been used in previous behav-
of context processing on word production.ioral studies of the influence of context processing on

Using this design, we examined whether PFC is in-language in normal subjects and people with schizo-
volved in the representation and maintenance of contextphrenia (Cohen et al., 1999). In this task, participants
in language processing. To do so, we analyzed brainare presented auditorily with a sentence. On some trials,
activity during three different epochs of a trial: (1) encod-this is followed by a true-false question about the con-
ing of the auditory context sentence, (2) maintenancetent of the sentence, in order to insure that subjects
of context (which occurred only on long delay trials),encode its meaning. However, on most trials, the sen-
and (3) overt verbal responding to missing letter probes.tence is followed by presentation of a visual probe with
According to the guided activation theory, PFC activityone letter missing (e.g., w_ist). Participants are in-
should predict the production of context-appropriate re-structed to say out loud the first word they can think of
sponses.that fits the probe letters (e.g., “wrist” or “waist”). Probes

are used that have been shown in previous work to
have at least two common completions (e.g., “wrist” or Results
“waist”), the frequencies of which have been normed
(Cohen et al., 1999). Behavioral Results

Participants exhibited large and significant effects ofThe experiment involves two critical manipulations
designed to probe the representation and maintenance context on language production at both short and long

delays [F(1,15) � 52.73, p � .00001] (increase in context-of context information and its influence on language
processing. First, some sentences provide context sup- appropriate completions in context versus neutral con-

ditions: short � 16.5%, SD � 11.2; long � 20.5%, SD �porting a particular completion (context condition; e.g.,
“The dancer was fond of bracelets and light fabric” re- 14.9). However, the effect of delay was not significant

(p � .35). Thus, at both short and long delays, partici-lated to “wrist”; “The dancer was fond of wearing belts
of light fabric” related to “waist”), while others do not pants were influenced by the sentence context and

made a significant number of context-appropriate ver-provide context relevant to any completion (neutral con-
dition; e.g., “The dancer was fond of wearing light fab- bal responses.
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Figure 2. Dorsolateral PFC Activity

(A) Area of left dorsolateral PFC, Brodmann’s
area (BA) 46, activated during the maintenance
of context information that predicted making
context-appropriate verbal responses (Tala-
raich coordinates, �35, 36, 16).
(B) Percent signal change (compared to base-
line fixation) for the dorsolateral PFC (BA 46)
during short-delay trials.
(C) Percent signal change (compared to base-
line fixation) for context-appropriate and con-
text-inappropriate long-delay trials in left
BA 46.

Summary of fMRI Results maintenance interval, and then reactivated during re-
sponding. As discussed below, this pattern of results isAs predicted by the guided activation theory and shown

in Figure 2, greater activity was observed in two areas of consistent with a role for temporal cortex in the encoding
and retrieval of semantically relevant information but isPFC in association with context-appropriate responses

rather than context-inappropriate responses (dorsolat- not consistent with a role in the active maintenance of
task-related information.eral PFC, BA 9/46; and ventrolateral PFC, BA 45). Fur-

thermore, as shown in Figure 2, activity in these areas Relationship of fMRI Measurements
to Task Performancefollowed a time course consistent with the representa-

tion and maintenance of context information: activation Activity during Encoding. PFC activity during sentence
encoding predicted context-appropriate responding forbegan during sentence encoding, remained elevated

during maintenance (in long-delay trials), and resolved both short- and long-delay trials (short-delay trials, left
Brodmann’s area [BA] 9 and right BA 9/46; for long-during the response phase. Interestingly, activity during

the response phase was greater for context-inappropri- delay trials, as seen in Figure 2C [right], left BA 46 as
well as left BA 45). In addition, as can be seen in Figureate responses than context-appropriate responses. As

discussed below, this finding may shed light on the role 3B, increased activity bilaterally in the superior temporal
gyrus (BA 22) during encoding on short-delay trials pre-of PFC in selection and its relationship to context pro-

cessing. dicted context-appropriate verbal responses. However,
as seen in Figure 3C, activity in the temporal lobes didAreas of temporal cortex were also reliably associated

with task performance but with a different profile of not predict context-appropriate verbal responses, nor
did any other region outside of PFC.responses than PFC. As shown in Figure 3, at the short

delay, a region of left superior temporal cortex was ac- Activity during the Delay Period. PFC activity (in both
dorsolateral and ventrolateral areas) during the mainte-tive during sentence encoding but not during the re-

sponse. At the long delay, this area was again active nance interval on long-delay trials also predicted con-
text-appropriate verbal responses (see Figure 2C). Induring encoding, showed reduced activity during the

Figure 3. Temporal Lobe Activity

(A) Area of temporal lobe (peak of activity in
the superior temporal gyrus, BA 22/42, Tala-
raich coordinates, �51, �18, 7) active during
sentence encoding on short-delay trials that
predicted making context-appropriate verbal
responses (the same region was activated bi-
laterally, but only the left region is shown in
the figure). This same region exhibited both
increased and decreased activity during dif-
ferent portions of the task.
(B) Percent signal change (compared to base-
line fixation) for temporal regions during
short-delay trials.
(C) Percent signal change (compared to base-
line fixation) for temporal regions during long-
delay trials.
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Discussion

The primary finding of this study was that PFC activity
during encoding and maintenance (in the long-delay
condition) was associated with context-appropriate ver-
bal responses, while this was not observed for any pos-
terior structures. This finding is consistent with predic-
tions of the guided activation theory, which asserts that
a critical function of PFC is to represent and maintain
context information that exerts control over behavior by
biasing processing in posterior structures in favor of
task-appropriate stimuli and responses. In the sections
that follow, we consider how this hypothesis, and the
additional findings of our study, relate to other theories
concerning the role of PFC in cognitive control and lan-
guage processing.

Figure 4. Anterior Cingulate Activity
The Role of PFC in Selection, Maintenance,

Area of anterior cingulate cortex (Talaraich coordinates, �1, 23, 35)
and the Processing of Contextmore active during inappropriate than during appropriate re-
Greater activity in the PFC during the encoding andsponses.
maintenance of context anticipated making context-
appropriate responses, as predicted by the guided acti-
vation theory. Alternatively, one might imagine that per-
haps participants processed context perfectly well oncontrast, increased temporal lobe activity during the
context-inappropriate trials but that they just happen tomaintenance interval did not predict context-appro-
maintain the wrong context. However, if this explanationpriate responding, nor did any other region outside of
was correct, then there should be no differences in brainPFC. However, decreased activity bilaterally in the supe-
activity between context-appropriate and -inappropri-rior temporal gyrus did predict context-appropriate re-
ate trials (because context is being equally well main-sponding.
tained on both types of trials). Instead, the results areActivity during Responding. As can be seen in Figures
consistent with our prediction that PFC activity should2B and 2C, there was significantly increased activity
be greater for context-appropriate trials than for con-in left dorsolateral PFC during the response epoch for
text-inappropriate trials. The results are also consistentcontext-inappropriate trials. This activity was in the
with previous behavioral research indicating that miss-same region that exhibited activity during encoding and
ing letter performance is associated with performance

maintenance on context-appropriate trials. A similar
on other tasks that involve the representation and main-

pattern of activity was observed in left PFC, BA 45. As
tenance of context (Cohen et al., 1999) (moreover, per-

will be discussed below, these findings are consistent
formance on these other context processing tasks have

with the prediction of the guided activation theory that also been associated with PFC activity [Barch et al.,
the same regions of PFC are involved in maintenance 2001; MacDonald et al., 2000]).
and selection. Another possible interpretation of our results is that

We also observed activity in a caudal portion of the perhaps on context-inappropriate trials, participants
anterior cingulate cortex (ACC; BA 32) that was signifi- may not have read the sentence very deeply, thus lead-
cantly greater for context-inappropriate than for con- ing to a failure to use the context to guide responding.
text-appropriate responses (Figure 4). This region has Such an explanation is entirely consistent with our hy-
been consistently associated with response conflict pothesis that subjects failed to represent and maintain
(e.g., Buckner et al., 1995b; Kerns et al., 2004; Raichle context on these trials, perhaps offering an explanation
et al., 1994), suggesting that response conflict was for how this came about. Thus, our finding of greater
greater on context-inappropriate trials. This finding is PFC activity for context-appropriate than for context-
consistent with the idea that a failure to encode or ade- inappropriate trials suggests that when subjects fail to
quately maintain context information in PFC produced read and deeply encode the meaning of the sentence,
an underdetermined response to the probe. they fail to generate an adequate representation of that

In temporal cortex, context-appropriate responses meaning in PFC, and therefore fail to respond in a con-
were associated with decreased activity bilaterally in text-appropriate manner. In further support of this inter-
the superior temporal gyrus on short-delay trials (see pretation, the PFC regions we found to be active during
Figure 3B) but increased activity in these same areas encoding have consistently been found to be associated
on long-delay trials (see Figure 3C). Thus, response- with deep encoding of semantic information in previous
period activity in temporal regions was associated with research (e.g., Wagner et al., 2001a). It is also worth
context-appropriate responses but in opposite ways for noting that the specific areas of PFC identified in this
short and long trials. We consider the meaning of these study (left BA 46 and BA 45) have been implicated con-
patterns of results with respect to the guided activation sistently in previous studies of verbal working memory
theory, and other theories of PFC function, in the discus- (Chein et al., 2002). We have argued that maintenance

of context represents a specific form of working mem-sion that follows.
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ory (e.g., Cohen and Servan-Schreiber, 1992; Servan- Area, BA 44) and posterior cortical structures (e.g., pari-
Schreiber et al., 1996; O’Reilly et al., 1999), and thus it is etal cortex [Smith and Jonides, 1999]). None of these
reassuring that the areas that conform to our predictions were observed to be active during the maintenance in-
regarding the maintenance of context in a language task terval in our study. (Interestingly, this suggests that parti-
are similar to those that have been identified in other cipants did not retain information about the previous
verbal working memory tasks. sentence in phonological form [i.e., using rehearsal] but

The same regions of PFC that were active during en- rather in a semantic form that served to bias subsequent
coding and maintenance also showed increased activity responses in accord with the context of the sentence,
during the response epoch for trials in which subjects as our hypothesis suggests.) It is possible that some
made context-inappropriate responses. This finding is other mechanism of selection could have been op-
consistent with a role for PFC in response selection. As erating during the delay (e.g., controlled retrieval, as has
just discussed, our results suggest that when partici- been proposed by Wagner et al. [2001a]). However, the
pants produced context-inappropriate responses, they precise nature of such mechanisms has yet to be speci-
did so because they failed to adequately represent and fied. In contrast, the guided activation theory proposes
maintain context information given by the preceding an explicit mechanism for selection: the representation
sentence. As a consequence, when the probe was pre- and active maintenance of context information in PFC
sented they were faced with competing response alter- that serves to bias processing in other structures in favor
natives and little basis for deciding between these. The of task-relevant stimuli and responses. This mechanism
conflict produced by this competition served to recruit has been implemented in a computational model of the
additional top-down control for selection (Botvinick et missing letter task (Cohen and Servan-Schreiber, 1992)
al., 2001). The greater PFC activity observed in this con- that explains performance in this task in a manner that
dition reflected the response to this demand. is consistent with many of the known properties of PFC

This interpretation is supported by several of our find- (Miller and Cohen, 2001).
ings. First, it is consistent with the observation of greater
ACC activity (indicating greater conflict) during re- Functions of Dorsolateral and Ventrolateral PFC
sponding on context-inappropriate rather than context- Our findings suggest that regions within both dorsolat-
appropriate trials. It is also supported by the results of eral (BA 9/46) and ventrolateral (BA 45) PFC contribute
an additional analysis that we conducted of PFC activity to the representation and maintenance of context in our
on neutral trials. This compared activity for probes asso- task, as the patterns of response and their relationship to
ciated with a single, prepotent response (low selection behavior was very similar in these two areas. In contrast,
demand) to activity for probes with equiprobable re- other areas of the PFC, such as left ventrolateral BA 44
sponses (demanding selection; see Experimental Proce- (which was active during maintenance and selection for
dures, Image Acquisition and Analysis). The same re- all trials, as reported in the Experimental Procedures,
gions of PFC (left BA 46 and 45) that showed an increase Image Acquisition and Analysis), did not appear to be
in activity during context-inappropriate responses were specifically associated with making context-appropriate
also significantly more active for probes associated with

responses. Both dorsolateral BA 9/46 and ventrolateral
high versus low selection demands (a result similar to

BA 45 have previously been implicated in the control of
previous findings by Desmond et al. [1998]). Finally,

behavior, and in particular response selection in lan-
these findings corroborate the results of previous stud-

guage tasks (e.g., Gabrieli et al., 1998; Desmond et al.,ies suggesting that dorsolateral PFC is involved in the
1998; Hashimoto and Sakai, 2002; Thompson-Schill etselection of verbal information (e.g., Nathaniel-James
al., 1999; Wagner et al., 2001b). This raises the intriguingand Frith, 2002).
question of what functional differences, if any, there maySome investigators have proposed that dorsolateral
be between these two areas.PFC activity is associated with selection but not active

One possibility is that they might differ in the level ofmaintenance (Rowe et al., 2000). This runs counter to
semantic information that they represent, with ventrolat-the guided activation theory, which asserts that mainte-
eral PFC representing simpler or more specific informa-nance and selection are two reflections of the same
tion (e.g., single words or simple concepts) and dorsolat-underlying mechanism and therefore should rely on the
eral PFC supporting more abstract information (e.g.,same areas of PFC. Our findings are consistent with this
discourse or sentence level representations). Consistentprediction. The area of dorsolateral PFC associated with
with this view, activation of ventrolateral PFC has fre-demand for selection on context-inappropriate and neu-
quently been observed in single word processing taskstral trials was the same as the one that showed increases
(e.g., Gabrieli et al., 1998; Petersen et al., 1988; Wagnerin activity during encoding and maintenance and corre-
et al., 2001a). In contrast, dorsolateral PFC activity haslated with context-appropriate responses.
less frequently been observed in single word studiesIt could be argued, however, that our results do not
and, in at least one case where it has, the task involved adetermine whether PFC activity during the maintenance
more abstract level of semantic processing (elaborativeinterval uniquely reflects the representation and mainte-
encoding coupled with a maintenance componentnance of context information or other types of selection
[Wagner et al., 2001b]). In this study, activity of a regionmechanisms. For example, Rowe et al. (2000) have ar-
in middle frontal gyrus was observed that is quite similargued that rehearsal may contribute to selection. How-
to the region of dorsolateral PFC found in the currentever, previous research has not supported an associa-
study. Conversely, in tasks involving sentence pro-tion between verbal rehearsal and dorsolateral PFC
cessing, dorsolateral PFC activity has been observed(e.g., Chein and Fiez, 2001). Rather, rehearsal seems to

engage more caudal areas of PFC (such as Broca’s more frequently than VLPFC. For example, Hashimoto
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and Sakai (2002) found dorsolateral PFC activity during scale of fMRI measurements. Although possible, this
explanation does not seem entirely consistent with thewhole sentence but not single word semantic pro-

cessing. Similar explanations for apparent differences increased activity observed in temporal regions during
responding in the long-delay condition. If reduced activ-in the function of ventrolateral and dorsolateral PFC—in

terms of the abstractness of representations in these ity reflects the active maintenance of more focused ac-
tivity, then why did activity increase at the time of re-areas—have been made previously (e.g., Koechlin et al.,

2003; O’Reilly et al., 2002). sponse? This remains a question for future research.
Another puzzling feature of temporal lobe activity wasIn the current study, the representation and mainte-

nance of discourse information (i.e., pertaining to the the increase during responding in the long-delay condi-
tion but decrease during responding in the short-delaymeaning of the entire sentence) could not be distin-

guished from memory for individual words or concepts. condition. As noted above, the increased activity in
the long-delay condition was associated with context-Therefore, unfortunately, our findings do not directly

address the hypothesis that activity in dorsolateral and appropriate responding and could thus reflect reactiva-
tion of verbal representations required for a context-ventrolateral PFC can be distinguished based on the

level of semantic representations that they support. Fur- appropriate response. Why, then, should activity be
decreased during responding at the short delay?thermore, it should be noted that this hypothesis does

not provide an obvious or straightforward explanation One possibility is that this reflects a form of priming-
related suppression of activity. Decreased activity asso-of some results that have been reported in the literature.

For example, Desmond et al. (1998) reported greater ciated with primed responses is consistent with previ-
ous brain imaging studies of priming (e.g., Karni et al.,DLPFC activity in a simple stem completion task (involv-

ing single words) when the stem was associated with 1995; Rossell et al., 2003; Thompson-Schill et al., 1999)
and may indicate repetition-induced suppression ofmany versus fewer possible completions. It is not imme-

diately clear whether such conditions demand more ab- neural activity (Wiggs and Martin, 1998) or a faster peak
latency (without decrease in firing rates) of the BOLDstract PFC representations for selection or how they

compare to the demands of the task used by Thompson- response (Henson and Rugg, 2003). Thus, it is possible
that activation of context-relevant verbal representa-Schill et al. (1999), in which multiple possible comple-

tions was associated with greater activity in ventrolateral tions during encoding may have served to prime areas
involved in responding. This priming may have sup-rather than dorsolateral PFC. These findings indicate

that it will be important, in future research, to specifically pressed activity during the actual response, which fol-
lowed shortly after encoding in the short-delay condi-manipulate the type of information that participants rep-

resent and use for selection when required to choose tion. On this view, responding in the long-delay condition
occurred well enough after encoding to allow this sup-between multiple responses, in order to better under-

stand (and more carefully test hypotheses regarding) pressive effect to resolve. It should be noted that priming
effects can occur even over long delays (e.g., up to 3the differential contributions of VLPFC and DLPFC to

language processing. days [van Turrennout et al., 2000]). However, it is not
known whether such long-term priming effects rely on
the same neural mechanisms as shorter lasting ones,Temporal Lobe Findings
and therefore it is not clear whether they too are associ-In contrast to PFC, activity in superior temporal cortex
ated with suppression of activity. In any case, increasedshowed a more complex and less easily interpreted time
temporal activity on long-delay trials suggests that somecourse and relationship to behavior. On the one hand,
mechanism, other than priming, may have contributedactivity during encoding in the short-delay condition and
to making a response. One possibility is the influenceduring responding in the long-delay condition predicted
from context processing by the PFC. Assuming thatcontext-appropriate responding. This suggests that tem-
temporal cortex did not actively retain context informa-poral lobe activity plays a role in mediating the effects of
tion during the delay, these areas might have been reac-context on verbal responding. According to the guided
tivated by PFC areas at the time of response.activation theory, this occurs under the influence of top-

down bias signals from PFC. Consistent with this hy-
pothesis, we observed that temporal lobe activity was Engagement of Episodic Memory

We have interpreted our findings primarily in terms ofreduced during the maintenance interval in the long-
delay condition, suggesting that context information short-term or “active” memory mechanisms (in PFC) and

their interaction with long-term semantic memory (incould not be maintained in temporal areas and that this
relies on PFC. On the other hand, however, temporal temporal cortex). However, it is possible that episodic

memory also plays a role in our task, encoding sentencelobe activity exhibited a number of other challenging fea-
tures. constituents and retrieving these at the time of re-

sponse. Indeed, as we and others have suggested (Co-First, although activity was reduced in temporal areas
during the long-delay condition, the degree of activity hen et al., 1996; Gabrieli et al., 1998; Barch et al., 2002),

it is likely that episodic memory contributes to the re-was nevertheless significantly associated with context-
appropriate responding. This could reflect a subtle but instatement of representations in PFC when they are

situationally appropriate—for example, in recruiting PFCsustained influence of representations maintained in
PFC on temporal cortex during the delay. Alternatively, it during responding on context-inappropriate and neutral

trials. Conversely, representations in PFC may serve tocould reflect delay period activity within temporal cortex
that was more focused and therefore appeared as an guide the encoding and retrieval of task-relevant infor-

mation in episodic memory. Although this study did notoverall decrease in activity when averaged at the spatial
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focus on such interactions and our results do not illumi- Conclusions
In a language-processing task, PFC activity during en-nate them, an interesting direction for future research

would be to contrast activation in the current design coding and maintenance predicted making context-
appropriate responses. Moreover, the same regions ofwith activation involving much longer delays (e.g., 30

min), to more directly contrast the contributions of active the PFC were activated by increased selection de-
mands. These results are consistent with the guidedand episodic memory mechanisms to language perfor-

mance. activation theory of PFC function, according to which
a primary function of PFC is the representation and
maintenance of context information used to guide pro-
cessing in other brain areas, leading to the selection ofLanguage Processing

The results of this study provide strong evidence that context-appropriate responses. These results suggest
that PFC plays a similar role in the control of languagethe control functions of PFC extend to the processing

of language. Current models of language processing as it does in other domains of behavior.
suggest that responses to the missing letter probes in

Experimental Proceduresour task could have been influenced by several levels of
processing, including interactions between orthography

Participants and Task
and phonology (e.g., Martin, 2003) as well as semantic Participants were 16 (10 female) right-handed adults (ages between
processes involved in language comprehension and 21 and 34, mean � 25.2) who participated after giving informed

consent. They were scanned while performing the missing letterproduction (Martin, 2003). Furthermore, as proposed
task, which has been used in previous behavioral studies of contextabove, activation of ventrolateral and dorsolateral re-
processing and language in normal subjects and patients withgions of PFC may reflect the engagement of different
schizophrenia (Figure 1). At the beginning of each trial, participantslevels of semantic processing. Our results indicate that
heard a context sentence that was presented through headphones

language comprehension, which demands that the lis- (e.g., “The dancer was fond of bracelets and light fabric”). Then,
tener (or reader) be sensitive to information over an after either a short delay (between 1 and 3 s) or after a long delay

(between 8 and 10 s; the delay period was variable depending onextended period of time, may rely on the representation
the length of the sentence, which lasted between 1.5 and 3.5 s),and maintenance of context information in PFC. Corre-
participants saw a string of letters that could make up a word,spondingly, our findings suggest that this function of
except that one letter was missing (e.g., w_ist). Participants werePFC may serve to guide language production in accord instructed to say out loud the first word they could think of that fit

with the contextual constraints. the probe letters (e.g., “wrist” or “waist”). Thus, the auditory sen-
Previous studies that have identified dorsolateral PFC tence acted as verbal context that could influence participants’

responses to the probe. There were two different trial conditionsactivity associated with language processing have done
used: context and neutral. On context condition trials, context pro-so using a variety of tasks involving disparate process-
vided by the sentence was related to a possible word completioning demands (e.g., BA 9, whole sentence processing ver-
(e.g., “The dancer was fond of wearing belts of light fabric” is related

sus syntactic judgments [Hashimoto and Sakai, 2002]; to the word “waist”). On neutral condition trials, the meaning of the
BA 9/46, delayed interpretation of earlier processed in- sentence was unrelated to the possible completions of the probe.
formation [Newman et al., 2002]; and BA 46, high selec- These materials had been pilot tested and used extensively in previ-

ous research to determine the response frequencies for the contexttion demands [Nathaniel-James and Frith, 2002]). We
and neutral conditions (for the actual materials used, see Supple-propose that the representation and maintenance of
mental Data at http://www.neuron.org/cgi/content/full/43/2/283/context information is a common requirement in these
DC1). The dependent variable was the percentage increase in con-

tasks that accounts for the mutual finding of PFC acti- text-appropriate completions in the context versus neutral condi-
vation. tions. Participants successfully made a coherent verbal response

to the probe on 99% of trials. Although not directly relevant to theThe current research may also have important implica-
current study, for completeness we note that there were two typestions for understanding disorders of speech. It has been
of context-related trials: dominant (when context provided by theconsistently reported that individuals with PFC damage
sentence was related to the dominant response completion, e.g.,

have deficits in language comprehension and produc- “The dancer was fond of wearing bracelets and light fabric” is related
tion (Ferstl et al., 2002). For example, an individual with a to the dominant completion “wrist”) and subordinate (when context
tumor impinging on BA 45 exhibited a dynamic aphasia, provided by the sentence was related to the less common response

completion). On neutral trials, participants made the dominant re-with difficulty speaking when the speech context was
sponse about 65% of the time. On dominant trials, participantsnot constrained (Robinson et al., 1998). This was inter-
made the dominant response about 85% of the time. On subordinatepreted in terms of an impairment of context processing
trials, participants made the dominant response about 45% of the

in language production. Similarly, disorganized speech time. These results are consistent with the results of previous studies
in schizophrenia has been associated with poor perfor- using these materials (Cohen et al., 1999).

Trials occurred in miniblocks of either short or long delay. Theremance on tasks that rely on prefrontal cortex (e.g., Co-
were seven trials within each miniblock: four context, two neutral,hen et al., 1992; Kerns and Berenbaum, 2002) and inter-
and one catch trial to insure that participants were encoding thepreted in terms of a disturbance in the processing of
meaning of the context sentences. On catch trials, after hearing the

context (Cohen and Servan-Schreiber, 1992). The pres- sentence, 8 s later participants would see a sentence (e.g., “He left
ent findings provide evidence for the engagement of the door open”) and participants needed to decide if the sentence

they saw was true or false based on the auditory context sentence.PFC in the representation and maintenance of context
Thus, the catch trials insured that participants were encoding andin normal language processing. This provides strong
maintaining the content of the auditory context sentences. Short-convergent support for the hypothesis that language
and long-delay miniblocks varied throughout the task. There were

deficits associated with disturbances of PFC can be four larger blocks of trials consisting of four miniblocks and three
explained in terms of impairment in the processing of 30 s periods of baseline fixation. A brief rest period occurred after

each block.context.
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Image Acquisition and Analysis short response, context-inappropriate short response, neutral long
encoding, context-appropriate long encoding, context-inappropri-A 3.0 T scanner (General Electric Company) with a standard head

coil acquired all images. Three gradient echo functional scouts were ate long encoding, neutral long maintenance, context-appropriate
long maintenance, context-inappropriate long maintenance, neutralused to localize the anterior commissure and the posterior commis-

sure. T2* spiral scans (3.2 mm3 voxels, repetition time � 1.5 s of long response, context-appropriate long response, and context-
inappropriate long response). Note that there were no differencesactive scanning preceded by 1.5 s of silent scanning, echo time �

18 ms, flip angle � 70�) acquired 28 axial slices. Incremental (scan between either word length or duration of the sentences for context-
appropriate and -inappropriate trials (p � .50).to scan) and total movement were corrected using AIR (Woods et

al., 1998). Structural images were crossregistered to a reference To display activation in the task (in Figures 2 through 4), we calcu-
lated percent signal change difference from baseline (the averagebrain by minimizing signal intensity differences with 12 parameter

AIR, after which images were set to a standard mean intensity and of the fifth through the tenth baseline fixation scans; note that the
fifth baseline fixation scan begins at least 12 s after the last trialsmoothed (8 mm FWHM).

Scanner noise can make it difficult to record verbal responses event). We then calculated average time series data for encoding
by summing the second and third scans of each trial (note thatduring scanning. In the current research, we were able to collect

verbal responses by using a staggered pulse sequence in which averaging the second and third scans essentially captures the peak
of the bold response for encoding, or roughly from 3 s to 9 s). Weevery 1.5 s of scanning alternated with 1.5 s of silence. Probe onset

occurred 500 milliseconds before a period of silence (and we knew calculated short-delay responding by summing the fourth and fifth
scans of each short-delay trial. We calculated long-delay mainte-from pilot testing that the fastest response latencies in this task

would be around 500 milliseconds or greater). Hence, this created nance by summing the fourth and fifth scans of every long-delay
trial. We calculated long-delay response activity by summing thea 1.5 s verbal response window in which participants could speak

and be clearly heard (Figure 1). sixth and seventh scans of every long-delay trial. We do not argue
that this averaging of scans perfectly characterizes activity specificImaging data were analyzed with a random effects single-subjects

general linear model, using AFNI (Cox, 1996) and NIS (Clinical Cogni- to each of these particular trial events. Nonetheless, we do think
that it captures as adequately as possible the raw peak level oftive Neuroscience Laboratory, University of Pittsburgh) software.

We were particularly interested in examining what brain regions activity associated with each particular trial event.
To examine selection demands on neutral trials, we dividedwere associated with making context-appropriate responses. Thus,

in our analysis, we included five covariates that were based only probes by whether they had a relatively high or low prepotent re-
sponse frequency. Low selection demand probes were defined ason those trials in which participants selected a context-appropriate

verbal response (i.e., when the meaning of the sentence matched those having a single response with a frequency of greater than
80%; high selection probes were those with no response exceedingthe meaning of the verbal response): (1) short-delay sentence en-

coding, (2) long-delay sentence encoding, (3) long-delay sentence a frequency of 70%.
maintenance, (4) short-delay missing letter probe presentation/ver-
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